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a b s t r a c t
Data compression via the Huffman algorithm, which is a data compression technique, is
the most efficient technique between single symbol data compression techniques. This
algorithm is counted among statistical data compression techniques. Many efforts have
been made for optimizing this technique and some algorithms have been presented, too.
One of these algorithms is the ACW algorithm which is presented by Hussein Al-Bahadili
et al. At first, they used the Huffman algorithm and then used the results of the Huffman
algorithm as the input of their algorithm to calculate the optimum character wordlength.
So, they decreased the stored characters via increasing the character wordlength for
doing the compression. In this paper, we examined and criticized the ACW algorithm
and presented some of its weaknesses via suitable counterexamples. At the end, it was
concluded that the optimum character wordlength can never be calculated by extant
techniques.
© 2012 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction
Nowadays, different devices and software such as digital cameras, scanners and word processors create digital data and
store or transmit the data. Due to the increase in users and the use of these devices, the speed of digital data creation is
increasing and therefore the amount of these data is increased as well. Because of this increase, providing sufficient space
and bandwidth for storing and transmitting these data is not economical and even not possible in some cases. So, we need
to use data compression techniques to reduce the required space and bandwidth [1,2].
Data compression is an effort to reduce the amount of data that should be stored or transmitted via a channel. Data
compression algorithms can be divided into three groups, as follows:
• Substitution Compression: RLS is an example of this group that is used for image compression. This algorithm works
according to the locality of colors and color changes based on the first pixel of the image and returns an array such as
[12, 15, 10, 5]. Each number in the array represents the number of adjacent pixels with the same color. So, this algorithm
instead of storing a large number of pixels, just stores a few integers [2].
• Dictionary Compression: these algorithms are used for text compression and after seeing a new word, adding it to a
dictionary or otherwise (if the algorithm visits a visited word), creating a pointer to the word in the text to reduce data
amount. LZW is an example of this group [1].
• Statistical Compression: Variable Code Length (VCL) is an example of this group. This algorithm, at first, calculates the
probability of the presence of each character in the text via a simple statistical analysis and then creates the codewords
according to the obtained information. These algorithms attribute a codeword with smaller length to a character with
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further presence probability. In other words, characters with further presence probability have codewords with smaller
length and vice versa. Finally, the algorithm uses the associated codeword instead of the character in the compressed
file [1–3].
For measuring data compression volume, we use the data compression ratio which can be calculated via relation (1):
C = Sdata
Scomp
. (1)
In the above relation (relation (1)), we can calculate Sdata and Scomp via relations (2) and (3):
Sdata =
n
i=1
fi (2)
Scomp =
n
i=1
wifi
b
(3)
where fi is the frequency of character i, wi is the number of bits for representing character i, b is the character wordlength,
and n is the number of characters in the data file [4].
In the above paragraphs, we talked about the categories of data compression algorithms.We also discussed the statistical
algorithms as one of the data compression algorithm categories that do the compression and reduce the size of data by using
variable length codewords for different characters. The Shannon–Fano algorithm and Huffman algorithm are pointed out
as data compression statistical algorithms. In 1952, Huffman introduced a data compression statistical algorithm which
was later named the Huffman algorithm. The Huffman algorithm makes a tree like the Shannon–Fano tree to generate the
codewords. The Shannon–Fano algorithm constructs the tree from the top down, but the Huffman algorithm builds the tree
vice versawhich is bottomup. At first, this algorithmcreates aminimumpriority queue based on the repetition probability of
characters in the text and puts the characters as nodes of this queue. Thenwe pop two nodes from the queue and push a node
with the probability sum of the nodes that popped from queue and put them (popped nodes) as its children. The algorithm
repeats this operation until only one node remains in the queue. By the end of this process, we have a tree in which its root
is the remaining node in the queue and the characters are seen in the leaves. Now we can generate codewords by moving
from root to each leaf as follows [5].
For generating each codeword, we start from the root and move from each node to its children and repeat this operation
until arriving at the leaf (character). During the operation if the child which is selected is the left one, we put 0 (1) in the
codeword else we put 1 (0), so the codewords are generated based on the path between the root and characters. On the
other hand, in the Huffman tree, there isn’t any node that contains a character except if it’s a leaf of the tree. Therefore the
code that is generated with the Huffman algorithm is a prefix free code because there isn’t any character that is the parent
of another one. Also, the Huffman tree is constructed based on the frequency of each character. So the character with the
lower frequency stands in the lower level of the tree and the character with the higher frequency stands in the upper level of
the Huffman tree. By noticing the procedure of making the Huffman tree and generating codewords, it is easily observable
that the codeword length for each character depends on the depth of the character in the tree [6,7].
Many efforts have been made to optimize the Huffman algorithm which has produced some algorithms in this field. In
the next sections we are going to critique and examine one these algorithms that is called the ACW algorithm and show
some of its weaknesses via suitable counterexamples.
2. The Adaptive Character Wordlength (ACW) algorithm
In the statistical data compression algorithms, the algorithm, at first, runs a preprocessing on the text and determines
the frequency of each character. Then the algorithm generates and assigns the codewords based on the frequency of each
character. In these methods, after compressing data, the outcome binary string is divided into blocks that contain 8 bits,
and then the blocks are converted into decimal equal numbers. Then the decimal number is converted to the corresponding
character, and the character is inserted in the output file. By using this methodwe are able to generate 256 (0–255) different
numbers (characters). Therefore we can calculate the size of the compressed data with relation (4):
Scomp =
n
i=1
wifi
b
(4)
wherewi is the number of bits used per i characters, fi is the frequency of the ith character, n is the number of characters in
the non-compressed text and b is the number of bits per character (usually 8 bits) in the compressed file.
Nevertheless, most of the times we don’t use all 256 numbers (characters) and some of the numbers are not generated in
the compressed file. So, in 2008, Hussein Al-Bahadili and Shakir M Hussain considered an algorithmwhich was called ACW.
Their algorithm relies on the fact that all 256 different numbers (characters) which can be made by 8 bits are not generated
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Fig. 1. Adaptive Character Wordlength (ACW) algorithm [4].
in the output file. So they suggest using b > 8 bits per character instead of b = 8 bits per character. The ACW algorithm
uses the optimum value of b > 8 for character wordlength (number of bit per character). This algorithm is going to find
the optimum value of b > 8, and use it as the character wordlength. If b > 8 generates less than or equal to 256 different
admixture, then we can use b > 8 bits per character instead of 8 bits per character. Therefore the size of the compressed
data is decreased because of increasing the denominator of the fraction so that the algorithm increases the compression
ratio.
In the ACW algorithm, the coder transmits each character into the binary codeword that is created via the Huffman
algorithm, and then based on the optimum b, divides the result into b bits categories and transmits each category into the
correspondent decimal number (ASCII character) and writes it in the output file. Also, to avoid disorder in the decoding
process, all of the necessary information such as the Huffman binary tree and the value of the optimum b will be stored in
the header of the compressed file. Thus, while bits form a valid codewordwhen there aren’t anymistakes or anymissing bits,
the decoding process works correctly. This algorithm can be used for any data type and has better performance on random
data than sorted or special data [4].
Fig. 1 shows the ACW algorithm.
3. ACW criticism
In this section we examine and criticize the ACW algorithm. First, the correctness of this algorithm is examined and then
in the next subsections, some of its weaknesses are introduced via some suitable counterexamples.
3.1. ACW correctness
ACW is a simple but efficient algorithm. The only ambiguity in this algorithm is finding the optimum value of b for the
character length. We shouldmention that the correctness of the algorithm depends on this value. In other words, if we can’t
find the optimum value for b, we can’t expect the best performance from the algorithm. Despite the correctness of the ACW
algorithm, there are some ambiguities in finding the optimum value of b. In their paper, Al-Bahadili and Hussain stated
that [4]:
‘‘It is important to find an optimumvalue for bwhich produces decimal values that are less than or equal to 256 possibilities.
There are different ways to find the optimum value of b, such as increasing the number of bits one by one, starting at 8, until
more than 256 possibilities are found, then the previous value of b is considered as the optimum character wordlength.
These decimal values that have been calculated using b bits character wordlength are arranged in descending order and
stored in the header of the compressed file with other information’’.
As theymentioned, the introducedmethod for finding the optimumvalue of b is a sequential search from 8 until reaching
a value of b > 8 that produces more than 256 possibilities of decimal numbers. In this situation, the algorithm stops and
introduces the previous value of b as the optimum value. But, there are some problems in this algorithm such as infinite
loops, repetition of a special substring in the input string and suboptimum values of b. In the next subsections, we examine
each one of these and explain them.
3.2. Infinite loop
If the ACW algorithm gives a string that is formed via repeating of just a special character (for example d or z) it can’t find
the optimum value of b. Since the Huffman algorithm assigns just one bit (0 or 1) to the character and the coded string just
consists of that, the ACW algorithm regularly starts with b = 8 and counts different possibilities of b bits strings in the coded
string and increases it by one, until it reaches one b = 8 that produces more than 256 possibilities, and then returns the
previous value of b as the optimum value. But in this situation, for each b = 8 we just have one possibility of strings. So, the
algorithm doesn’t stop until the end of the coded string (the optimum value of b is equal to the length of the coded string).
If we assume a long input string, then the algorithm never stops; otherwise the time and space complexity will increase
(because of running the ACW algorithm and adding the header to the output file) but the performance will be the same!
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Fig. 2. Example of ACW algorithm problem with repeated substrings.
3.3. Repetition of a special substring
When the ACW algorithm is confronting strings that are the result of repetition of a special substring, it again starts with
b = 8 and counts different possibilities of b bits strings in the coded string and increases it by one, until reaching one b ≥ 8
that produces more than 256 possibilities, and then returns the previous value of b as the optimum value. In this situation,
one of the following cases may take place according to the length of the repeated substring (that we name l):
1. l = 8: In this case, b = 8 produces less than or equal to 256 possibilities but it is possible that b = 9 produces more than
256 possibilities, so the algorithm lets b = 8 and never reaches products of l (such as b = 2l = 16 or b = 3l = 24) and
all of them produce less than 256 possibilities and are more optimal.
2. l < 8: In this case, we can’t let b = l, so the algorithm starts from b = 8 and if it produces less than 256 possibilities, it
increases the value of b by one or otherwise it stops. So, there isn’t any guarantee that the algorithm reaches values such
as b = 2l, b = 3l, etc, because it is possible that a lower value produces more than 256 possibilities and the algorithm
stops running.
3. l > 8: In this case, such as above, there isn’t any guarantee to reach products of l. Fig. 2 shows an example of this case.
In this example, the algorithm can’t choose the optimum value between 9, 18, 27, etc. (products of 9 as the length of the
substring).
3.4. Suboptimum values
We pointed out some special problems of the ACW algorithm in the previous subsections. In this subsection, we want to
prove that the ACW algorithm can’t find the optimum value of b in the general case. In most cases this algorithm can’t find
a value better than 8 and so returns 8 as the optimum value of b. Also, in some cases the algorithm returns a suboptimum
value for b. For example, there is a case that b = 9 produces more than 256 possibilities and so the algorithm returns 8
as the codeword length while the actual answer (optimum value for b) is 10. We prove it by presenting the 2 following
counterexamples. In these examples, for simplicity, we supposed that the standard character length is 2 instead of 8. But
there are the same conditions for standard character lengths.
Fig. 3 shows an example for a balanced Huffman tree. As it is shown, the created Huffman code for b = 2 contains 66
characters with 4 different combinations (00, 01, 10 and 11), while it contains 44 characters with 8 different combinations
(000, 001, 010, 011, 100, 101, 110 and 111). So the ACW algorithm returns b = 2 as the optimum value. But if we suppose
that the character wordlength is equal to 4, then we have 33 characters with 4 different combinations (0001, 0111, 1000
and 1011) and therefore b = 4 is a more optimal value than 2. We should mention that it is possible to find a value greater
than 4 with the same condition, but it is important that the algorithm can’t find it too. In other words, we are not sure that
b = 4 is the actual optimum value and it is possible that it is a suboptimum value too.
Fig. 4 shows an example of an unbalanced Huffman tree. As it is shown, the created Huffman code for b = 2 contains 32
characters with 4 different combinations (00, 01, 10 and 11), while it contains 22 characters with 7 different combinations
(000, 001, 011, 100, 101, 110 and 111). So the ACW algorithm returns b = 2 as the optimum value. But if we suppose that
the character wordlength is equal to 4, then we have 16 characters with 4 different combinations (0000, 1101, 1000 and
1011) and therefore b = 4 is a more optimal value than 2. We should mention that it is possible to find a value greater than
4 with the same condition, but it is important that the algorithm can’t find it too. In other words, we are not sure that b = 4
is the actual optimum value and it is possible that it is a suboptimum value too.
4. Discussion and conclusion
As mentioned earlier, the ACW algorithm’s success depends on finding the optimum value of b. However, the previous
section showed that this algorithm can’t find the optimum value. So, despite the increasing data compression ratio in some
cases, the presented algorithm by Hussein Al-Bahadili and Hussain hasn’t got maximum efficiency in the following cases:
• Repetition of a special character: in this case, the optimum value is equal to the length of the coded string. So, the
algorithm increases time and space complexity and decreases the data compression ratio, too.
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Fig. 3. Example of obtaining a suboptimum value with balanced Huffman tree.
Fig. 4. Example of obtaining a suboptimum value with unbalanced Huffman tree.
• Repetition of a special substring: in this case, the algorithm can’t make a distinction between l, 2l, 3l, etc. (l is the length
of the repeated substring). So, it returns l as the optimum value while other values are much better.
• Obtaining a suboptimum value: in many cases, the algorithm finds a suboptimum value for character wordlength while
there is a more optimal value.
In general, there isn’t any guarantee that the ACW algorithm finds the optimum value and increases the data compression
ratio. It should be mentioned that if the ACW algorithm uses the optimum value for character wordlength, it can increase
the data compression ratio and improve the efficiency and performance of the data compression process. But, this algorithm
can’t find this value and the presented method isn’t correct. The results of our study showed that no algorithm with
polynomial time complexity has yet been presented to find the optimum value of character wordlength. Therefore, despite
the correctness of this technique by using b > 8, the ACW algorithm often returns 8 as the optimum value. So, it just
increases the time complexity and doesn’t have any positive effect on data compression ratio.
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